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Primary
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The flow of WAL in Synch Rep
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This page contains 
old information. The 
latest is in P6,7.
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The sequence of Synch Rep (startup)
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The sequence of Synch Rep (replication)
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The sequence of Synch Rep (timeout)

connect
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Timeout
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Primary

Standby

The flow of WAL in Synch Rep (sharing archive)

pg_xlogwal buffers

postgres

walsender archiver

walreceiver

pg_xlog

archive

startup pg_standby flow of WAL

replication path via streaming

replication path via archive
Read the WAL after
the replication 
starting position.

Read the WAL before
the replication 
starting position.

WAL streaming
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Primary
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The flow of WAL in Synch Rep (not sharing archive)

pg_xlog archivewal buffers

postgres

walsender archiver

walreceiver

pg_xlog archive

archiver

startup pg_standby flow of WAL

replication path via streaming

replication path via archive
Read the WAL after
the replication 
starting position.

Read the WAL before
the replication 
starting position.

WAL streaming

Operation by admin or 
clusterware...etc

Something other than 
postgres (admin, clusterware
like Heartbeat ..etc)User can configure whether 

archiving during recovery.
GUC: archive_mode


